ICC Group Acquires Hawaii Industrial Structures

Hawaii Industrial Structures is based in Honolulu and specializes in structural steel
construction
St. Louis, MO (Nov 14, 2017) – The ICC Group, a St. Louis-based engineering and
management consulting firm, is pleased to announce the acquisition of Hawaii Industrial
Structures, Inc. (HIS). HIS is based in Honolulu and provides structural steel buildings for
the industrial, warehousing, and aviation industries.
“ICC is excited to welcome the team at Hawaii Industrial Structures on board,” said Alex
Alexandrov, President, ICC Turnkey. “We believe that ICC’s resources and support can only
further HIS’s position as the local leader in providing design-build services resulting in
carefully engineered and efficient facilities.”
HIS is an award-winning contractor and has been recognized for excellence in such projects
as the Aloha Air Cargo project, which included a new cargo facility and hangar totaling
115,000 square feet. Structural considerations were made to incorporate over 31,000
square feet of buildup area under roof for cargo to be sheltered from the elements, wind,
sun, and rain.
HIS employs 24 qualified and experienced team members but expects to hire additional
employees to accommodate the increasing demand for its services. William “Bill” Crocker,
will continue with HIS as its President, and the HIS team will remain in their current roles.
Alex Alexandrov of ICC Turnkey will be named CEO.
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“HIS has a long and successful history in Hawaii, and we are proud to have played a key
role in the recent growth and development across the state,” said Mr. Crocker. “We look
forward to continuing this legacy as a part of the innovative ICC team.”
ICC is a provider of engineering and management consulting services with offices in
Moline/IL, Fort Mill/SC and Newport News/VA. Headquartered in St. Louis (USA) The ICC
group offers a wide range of services –from greenfield factory design to here-and-now
production line adjustments. Learn more at www.icc-inc.net.

##
For media inquiries, please contact Sara Bouffard at sara@bouffardgroup.com or at
713.540.7500.
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